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The smiling faces on 60 skiers at the end of each day on the slopes and trails of Silver 

Star was the hallmark of this tour. The reason, of course, the almost perfect skiing conditions. It 

snowed most of Monday, was sunny on Tuesday, then started to snow that night and continued 

for most of Wednesday and Thursday. Groomers were out every night and yet powder skiing was 

available for those who wanted it. Although the falling snow made visibility a little challenging 

at times, no one seemed to mind. Cross country skiers, too, enjoyed perfect conditions, both on 

the trails at Sovereign Lake and Silver Star. At times cross country skiers were the first over the 

fresh snow! Temperature hovered between -5°Cand -13°C. 

On Monday, about 30 skiers made use of the Ski Hosts. The groups were small composed 

of RMSSCs members of similar skiing ability which made for a fine introduction to the 

amenities of the hill. Also, hosts were available in the mornings for cross country skiers and for 

those who wanted to snow-shoe.  

The bus rides to and from Silver Star were essentially uneventful except on the return 

journey, the bus was weighed at a trucking weigh-station and discovered to be 1000kg over the 

limit, a most unexpected finding. Yes, the bus was crammed with skiers and their equipment but 

how could each passenger have brought an excess of 40lbs (18kg) on board?  

Outbound, the buffet lunch at Boston Pizza in Golden worked well; it was efficient and 

tasty and left-overs were boxed up and later distributed to members. Arrival at Silver Star around 

5:30pm allowed for the Welcome pasta meal held in the Chilcoot Convention Centre to 

commence around 7pm.  

The Club Dinner was held in the 1609Restaurant and Lounge this year. The open bar 

allowed lots of time for mingling with buffet meal following offering several choices. On 

Thursday, Vance Creek Hotel hosted an après ski Wine and Cheese in the Chilcoot Conference 

Centre. Of course, the first topic of conversation was the perfect ski conditions and the feelings 

of fatigued legs due to a vigorous workout! One old timer, Willy Ford, who now lives in 

Kelowna, paid a visit during the Wine and Cheese. It was special to see her. 

Although there were some injured skiers, none of the injuries was extremely serious and 

full recovery is expected in time for each person.  

Co-hosts, Lynn Skillen and Marjorie Anderson would particularly like to thank Gaye 

Carter and Ian Kupchenko for their guidance and support and those who helped to load and 

unload the bus. Your efficiency was truly amazing.  

 


